Abstract-"Build maintenance" refers to the changes made to the build system as a software project evolves over time and has been shown to impose a significant overhead on overall development costs, in part because changes to source code often require parallel changes in the build system. However, little tool support exists to assist developers with build maintenance, particularly for those changes that must accompany changes to the source code. Formiga is a build maintenance and dependency discovery tool for the Ant build system. Formiga's primary uses are to automate build changes as the source code is updated, to assist in build refactoring, to identify the build dependencies within a software project, and to clarify the dependency differences between different versions of build files. Formiga is implemented as an IDE plugin, which allows it to recognize when project resources are updated and automatically update the build system accordingly. This implementation also allows it to leverage existing metaphors used by developers to maintain source code, thus making it easier to use.
I. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Build systems are a necessary component of software engineering, responsible for producing a set of deliverables from a project's source code and resources. Prior research has shown that the build system needs to evolve in parallel with the source code, and that it grows in size and complexity as the source code does [1] , [2] , [3] . Build system maintenance alone imposes a 12%-36% overhead on the development of a software project [4] . Additionally, up to 27% of work items involving production source code changes require accompanying build maintenance [5] .
Build maintenance may occur for two reasons: 1) refactored source code requires build changes, or 2) the build system itself needs refactoring or fine-tuning. "Build maintenance recommendation" was identified as a potential means to reduce the overhead imposed by build maintenance caused by (1) [6] . Because source and build code co-evolve, it is easy to imagine situations in which a developer is unaware that changes made to the source code require build code changes. Build maintenance recommendation informs developers of these source code changes that require build maintenance. Moving a file from one directory to another or simply renaming a file are two such operations. Without updating the build system, these operations may cause unexpected build results or break the build process altogether. If developers are not notified immediately after making such changes to the source files, it may be difficult to determine the cause of an erroneous build process, particularly if the build system is complex or contains multiple configurations. While recent research has greatly improved the state of build maintenance tools [7] , [8] , support for automatic build maintenance due to source file changes is lacking. This is the primary motivation for our tool, Formiga.
To make Formiga a useful build maintenance tool, it must also address build maintenance caused by (2) , which it does by automating various build refactoring tasks, such as target renaming, target removal, variable renaming, and variable removal. These tasks may be error-prone if performed manually due to multiple build files in a project, variable assignments made at runtime, or general unfamiliarity with the build system. Furthermore, Adams et. al [7] identified the following five requirements that a reasonable build maintenance system should provide: visualization, querying, filtering, refactoring, and validation. Formiga aims to meet these requirements by facilitating dependency discovery and assistance with both types of build maintenance for the Ant build system.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Tamrawi et. al [8] developed SYMake, an infrastructure and tool for the analysis of build code in make [9] . SYMake includes a symbolic evaluation algorithm that produces a symbolic dependency graph (SDG) from a makefile. Unlike a concrete dependency graph of make, file names and commands in an SDG may not be completely resolved into strings. Instead, the SDG's node for a file refers to a V-model, a graph-based representation for symbolic string values used to identify a file's name. For each resulting string value in an SDG that represents a part of a file name or a command in a rule, SYMake provides a T-model to represent its symbolic evaluation trace. This T-model shows how those string values are initialized and manipulated via the build process. SYMake has been used in a tool that can detect several types of code smells and errors in makefiles, as well as to support build code refactoring. Code smells include cyclic dependencies, duplicate prerequisites, and rule inclusion. Examples of refactoring capabilities include rule extraction/removal, target/variable renaming, and prerequisite extraction.
The SDG generated by SYMake uses static build analysis to provide dependency graphs for various configurations. A static analysis discovers information without an actual execution or trace of the build. This approach allows SYMake to discover build information for all configurations, but it can be challenging to accurately determine variable values or macro expansions.
Adams et. al [7] developed MAKAO, a reverse-engineering framework for build systems. MAKAO constructs a makefile's build dependency graph by parsing trace output produced by a build execution. It displays a make build script's dependency graph using color coding, configurable layouts, and zooming. MAKAO allows dependency information in the graph to be queried and filtered using Gython or Prolog. It supports build refactoring using aspect-oriented techniques, allowing advice to be woven into an existing build script using Gython statements. MAKAO also uses Prolog to validate changes made to refactored build scripts.
MAKAO employs a dynamic build analysis approach, in which a build for a particular configuration is analyzed after it is executed or traced. A dynamic analysis discovers information for a single configuration on the platform on which it is executed but allows actual variable values and macro expansions to be analyzed. MAKAO augments the information obtained from the dynamic analysis with static data such as build rules and unevaluated targets.
While both SYMake and MAKAO provide various means of supporting build maintenance, neither focuses on those source file changes that require build maintenance. Additionally, they support build maintenance for the make build system, while our tool supports build maintenance for the Ant build system. Because Ant is a Java application packaged with its own tool implementations, Formiga can make assumptions about the tools used throughout the build process that cannot be made with make. This allows dependencies created during the build process to be identified at a more granular level than can be done in most environments using make.
Various tools exist to assist in Ant development, such as Virtual Ant [10] , and Vizant [11] . Virtual Ant is an Ant file creation and maintenance tool that uses a virtual file system to simulate the execution of Ant tasks. It consists of a Windows Explorer-like environment that allows users to create and modify Ant scripts without directly writing XML. The results of executing each task can be seen in the virtual file system displayed by Virtual Ant. Virtual Ant allows developers to more easily edit an Ant file and visualize the results of those edits, but it doesn't recognize source file changes, support higher-level refactoring tasks, or provide dependency information. Vizant is an Ant task that allows users to create an image displaying a build file's target dependency graph. This graph does not, however, reflect the files accessed or generated throughout the build process.
III. APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
Formiga is a build maintenance and dependency discovery tool for software projects using the Ant build system. It is implemented as an Eclipse plugin, which allows it to recognize when changes have been made to a project and determine if build maintenance is necessary. Formiga's primary uses are to assist developers with:
• build maintenance caused by source code refactoring, • build system refactoring or fine-tuning, • identification of build dependencies in a software project, and • understanding differences between build file versions.
A. Build Maintenance Due to Refactored Source Code
Formiga is able to update build scripts when a project resource is moved, renamed, or deleted using the IDE. Developers use the standard Eclipse refactoring operations, which Formiga recognizes automatically using an Eclipse workspace listener. The corresponding build updates are made automatically, but users may choose to require confirmation before each update. The confirmation displays the affected target, task, attribute, and old and new attribute values in a confirmation box like those seen when performing typical refactoring tasks. When a build update is performed, a reference to a project resource in an Ant property or task will be updated based on the refactoring operation (move, rename, delete, add) and on whether the reference to the resource is direct or indirect.
1) Moving or renaming a file: If a file is moved or renamed, and that file is directly referenced by a task (the reference does not resolve to a directory or include a pattern), then that reference will be updated to reflect the new path. If that file is referenced indirectly by a task (the reference resolves to a directory or includes a pattern) and that reference still refers to that file, then no changes will be made to the reference. If the indirect reference no longer refers to that file, then a new reference will be appended to the existing reference. Moving a file from one directory to another may imply that it should no longer be treated the same way by the build system as the files in its previous directory. If this is the case, the user can reject the update and only the existing indirect reference will remain.
2) Deleting a file: If a file is deleted, and the file is directly referenced by a task, then that reference will be removed altogether. If that file is referenced indirectly by a task, then no changes will be made to the build system, as the indirect reference may still refer to existing files or directories that may later be populated by files relevant to the task.
3) Adding a file: If a file is added, Formiga recognizes this operation but does not update the build system. Rather, it will report the tasks and targets that will be affected by the new file. Formiga exhibits this behavior because it assumes that any build tasks intended to operate on the entire contents of a directory will either directly specify the directory or use wildcard patterns to include all files in that directory. Alternatively, if a build task is intended to operate on a subset of the files in a directory, Formiga does not assume that the newly added file is appropriate input for the task.
Formiga aims to make updates to build files that are as "intelligent" as those that would have been made by a good developer. One means of accomplishing this is to reuse property references when updating attributes in the build file. Given an Ant property and target seen in Listing 1, suppose a developer uses the IDE to move the "javadoc" directory under the "documentation" directory. Formiga will replace the "destdir" attribute value in the "javadoc" task with "${docs}/javadoc". By maximizing reuse of property values, Formiga retains the high-level logic of the build system. 
B. Build System Refactoring or Fine-tuning
Formiga's support for build refactoring operations includes renaming and removal of both properties and targets. Property and target renaming will replace a selected property or target with a specified replacement value in all build files used by the project. Target and property removal will be facilitated similarly. Property removal will remove the property and replace all instances of it with its specified value. Target removal will remove the target and all references to it, and will prompt the user for removal of each dependent target that is unused elsewhere in the project's build files. Additional build file refactoring operations are being considered, particularly those that may be suited for the Ant build system.
C. Identifying Build Dependencies
Dependencies are modeled in Formiga using a directed graph where the nodes represent files and the edges represent dependencies between those files. It allows users to find both forward and backward dependencies. If file A can only be produced if file B is present, then A is a forward dependency of B and B is a backward dependency of A. Dependencies are created by tasks that use one or more input files to generate one or more output files.
Formiga identifies these dependencies using a modified version of Ant. Formiga's Ant implementation discovers dependencies by allowing Ant to behave as if it were executing a given target, but instead of reading and writing files to the filesystem, it keeps track of accessed files using a virtual file model in memory. This file model stores various information about a given file, including its location, as well as any file used to generate it (i.e. a .java file is used to generate a .class file). When the target "execution" has finished, Formiga records the resulting dependency information in a local Derby database [12] .
Formiga supports dependency extraction for multiple configurations by evaluating Ant targets across all possible permutations of conditionally set properties (CSPs). CSPs are properites that are instantiated only if a specified condition is met.
An example of a CSP named "isMac" can be seen in Listing 2. The "isMac" property will be defined if and only if the build is executed in a Mac OS environment due to the "os" task nested within the "condition" task. The target "buildForMac" can only be executed if the "isMac" property has been defined.
Because of its handling of CSPs, Formiga will analyze the "buildForMac" target twice, once with the "isMac" property defined and once without it defined. Formiga will recognize the "isMac" property as a requirement for the production of the deliverable "prog.zip" produced by the target "buildForMac". Besides the "condition" task, CSPs are also created by the "available" and "uptodate" tasks. As a result of this implementation, Formiga uses a hybrid of the static and dynamic approaches to build analysis. It is primarily dynamic in nature because it "executes" an Ant script (albeit without running many of the tools called upon during the build process). However, it uses static data to account for multiple configurations by executing all targets and tasks multiple times following the construction of a CSP.
D. Dependency Versioning
Dependency versioning is discussed in section V.
E. User Interface
Formiga is designed to integrate into an IDE, leveraging existing metaphors used to maintain source code. Developers are accustomed to accessing various source code dependency and refactoring operations using context menus associated with project resources and source code units. Formiga mimics this behavior by adding context menu items to project resources and Ant script components. Dependency graphs for a given file or deliverable can be generated using an added option available in the context menus associated with the given file or project. Users can use a submenu to filter results according to file type. The graph allows users to click on nodes to open the corresponding file in an Eclipse editor window and to click on edges to open the file in which the dependency is constructed, with the location of its construction highlighted. Build file refactoring operations are performed by highlighting a property or target name in a build file and choosing the appropriate refactoring operation from a context menu associated with the highlighted Ant component.
IV. CURRENT STATUS
The current Formiga prototype supports automatic build maintenance due to refactored source code for all Ant tasks except for directory-based tasks, in which nested elements can use paths established in parent elements as base directories. The prototype has a complete UI and initial support for the build refactoring tasks mentioned above.
Formiga's dependency discovery is being tested using the open source project "Batik" [13] , a Java-based SVG toolkit and component of the Apache XML Graphics Project. Its build file contains 2,233 lines of code. Batik has been chosen because it is a real software project with a substantial build script, without being so large as to be difficult to work with. Formiga is able to correctly identify and store the build dependencies for each of the six Batik deliverables tested thus far. These deliverables depend on as many as 2,835 other files. The identification of these dependencies includes parsing the following filesystem-modifying Ant tasks: copy, delete, jar, javac, javadoc, mkdir, move, tar, and zip. This set of tasks is enough to support a wide range of build capabilities. Verification was performed by a tool that compared a correct build of each deliverable with builds performed after removing each project resource.
V. FUTURE RESEARCH
Support is planned for dependency versioning using Formiga. In our design, an instance of Formiga residing with the version control system (VCS) will identify and record backward dependencies of project resources as they are committed to the repository. Formiga will then version these dependencies using the same version identifiers used by the VCS to identify the file versions. Using this data, Formiga will be able to produce dependency graphs for prior versions of a software project. Additionally, Formiga will allow dependencies to be compared between components recognized by the IDE and components of prior versions recorded in the VCS. Dependency versioning will make it easier for developers to understand differences between different versions of build files. Without this functionality, it may be necessary to manually compare different versions of a build file (as well as the resources they operate on) or evaluate multiple systems using a build maintenance tool.
Formiga's approach to configuration support leaves room for improvement. Its support for configurations is currently limited to evaluating all permutations of CSPs. While this approach works fine for a small number of CSPs, perhaps not surprisingly, it does not scale well. Performance enhancements and alternate means of configuration support are being explored. One possible approach would allow users to specify a directory containing a set of property files that describe various configurations.
We also plan to perform an empirical evaluation to support our claim that Formiga improves the speed and accuracy of build maintenance among both novice and experienced Ant developers. Additionally, we plan to use this evaluation to show that Formiga allows developers to more easily and accurately identify forward and backward dependencies of project resources and deliverables. The details of this evaluation have yet to be determined.
VI. CONSTRAINTS
Formiga uses knowledge of tool behaviors and Ant task specifications to determine the dependencies imposed by those tasks and tools. This means that tasks that are not packaged with Ant and arbitrary execution tasks (AETs) cannot be processed in the same way as the packaged Ant tasks. AETs are Ant tasks that execute a specified command or Java class. Formiga would support these tasks by parsing structured comments that describe the input and output files read and written by the tasks. The structured comments would support the standard Ant wildcard patterns and property references and use this information to model the AETs in its dependency graph.
VII. CONTRIBUTIONS
Formiga's integration into Eclipse as a plugin enables it to automatically update build files when project resources are refactored. This functionality automates many of the build updates necessitated by changes to the source code. Integration into Eclipse also facilitates ease of use, since most build maintenance operations are similar to source code maintenance operations.
Formiga's approach to build analysis allows the benefits of dynamic analysis without all of the costs. It runs more quickly than a traditional dynamic approach, because it allows Ant to behave as if it were executing tasks without any unnecessary tool execution for analysis purposes. This approach also won't produce any undesirable side-effects caused by destructive build operations, since it does not modify the filesystem. Formiga's analysis approach is possible because the Ant tasks that Formiga models have fixed semantics, making their behavior predictable.
